
A word of caution as the industry recognizes 
and pursues the value of nickel boron on firearms: Not 
all nickel borons are the same, and not all applicators are 
competent. Our NiB-X is a proprietary coating that is expertly 
applied and guaranteed for life. We’ve seen many issues 
from customers who used substandard plating applicators 
and ended up with either a nickel boron that chipped 
or flaked, or a coating that was not even nickel boron!

DEMANDBEWARE OF
IMITATIONS
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INNOVATIONS

SBR/MicroBeast/CQB

SlingStock®

Coated AR Parts & Kits

The Ultimate Chassis®

The Beast® NiB-X® ARs

NiB-X® Coated Glocks

NiB-X® BCG Kits

A  N O T E  F R O M  W M D ' S  P R E S I D E N T

THE CHOICE OF
CHAMPIONS WORLDWIDE

THIS ISSUE'S SPOTLIGHT: BRAZIL
Discerning civilian, law enforcement, military, 
and competitive shooters rely on WMD hardware 
for optimal performance. Nowhere is this more 
evident right now than in Brazil. Recent changes 
in Brazil's firearms laws have provided the 
opportunity for the shooting sports to flourish  
in that country like never before. And WMD 
technology has quickly made a name for itself.

Already, 4 of Brazil’s top 5 competitors are using 
WMD rifles; leading the way is mult-medalist 
Tiago Barreira, a multi-medalist in international 
competitions. WMD is also a favorite of such 
prominent Brazilian figures as movie & TV star 
Sandro Rocha, and social media influencer  
Aline Kanyo, an instructor, shooter  
and collector.

Those winners can all attest:  
Wherever performance is a priority,  
WMD is ready to deliver.

Wynn Atterbury President, WMD Guns

GIVE YOUR GEN 3 GLOCK®  
A LOOK THAT’S ALL  
YOUR OWN WITH OUR  
CUSTOMIZED COMPONENTS.
Precision cuts along the slides  
completely transform the style of  
the Glock—while reducing weight. 

For an even more impressive touch,  
add one of our barrels (available in  
a variety of coatings and finishes),  
plus a matching thread protector… 
and the result is a Glock like no other.

• NiB-X®

• DLC
• TiN
• NiB-X® distressed

G19 SLIDES  
& BARRELS

WMD offers a 
sizzling range 

of SBR/CQB 
configurations on  

all of our Beast 
models for authorized 

Military/LE operators 
and Class III sales.

LIGHT A  
SHORT  
FUSE.
LIGHT A  
SHORT  
FUSE.

SEE PAGE 7  
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WMD charged into the firearms field with 
our original Beast®—the first AR fully 
protected by our proprietary NiB-X® nickel 
boron coating process.

Since then, the pack has steadily grown to 
include both forged and billet versions of 
The Beast, The Big Beast AR-10, as well as 
The AMBI Beast (with fully ambidextrous 
controls) and ultra-compact Micro Beast 
pistol variants*. 

WMD’s Beast: excels anywhere…and 
available any way that suits your mission.

AVAILABLE CALIBERS:
9mm

.223/5.56mm
.224 Valkyrie

.300 AAC Blackout
6.5 Grendel Type II

6.8 SPC
7.62 x 39mm
.350 Legend

.450 BM
.458 SOCOM

.308/7.62x51mm
6.5 Creedmor

*SBR MODELS AVAILABLE FOR LE, MILITARY, AND CLASS III SALES.

WMDWMD’’S S 
BEASTBEAST

®®

PRECISION FEATURES INCLUDE:
• NiB-X coated billet or forged receiver sets
• NiB-X coated BCG and 2-stage trigger
• 16” match grade barrel fully coated for durability,  
 long lasting accuracy and heat dissipation
• Free-float handguard
• Optic-ready Picatinny rails
• NiB-X coated gas block with Nitromet™ gas tube
• Variety of muzzle devices to meet specific needs
• NiB-X coated charging handle
• Six-position, ergonomic buttstock
• Most models ship with magazines
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TO 
SUIT

Choose your receiver, finish, caliber, handguard, stock, and barrel—  
and enjoy a high-performance rifle tailored to your exact preferences. 

A whole array of color combinations are also available with  
numerous options for topcoatings and accent kits.

 from 4” to 15”  
(including SPEAR M-Lok models)

calibers ranging from 9mm to  
.450BM, with lengths from 5” to 20”

choices include UTG and MagPul

FORGED

BILLET

AMBI

.308  
BIG BEAST

SBR/CQB

AVAILABLE IN 

MULTIPLE 
CALIBERS

Provides you with the renowned  
Beast AR-platform rifle in a ready-to-finish chassis form.
Get the same precision, performance-coated components featured in WMD’s Beast rifles  
(upper & lower receivers, BCG, fire-control group, barrel & gas tube, charging handle),  
then finish it out with your own furniture, sights, and accessories. 

ULTIMATE CHASSIS®

The entire Beast line can be  
configured as highly  
compact short-barreled  
rifles, with an incredibly  
broad range of options  
for stocks, handguards,  
barrels, and finishes. As a  
result, these versatile  
powerhouses can be  
built to suit almost any  
specialized application.

SBR/CQB
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UPPER ASSEMBLIES
Ideal for a build-out or an upgrade, WMD’s  
upper assembly is available in either  
billet or forged construction.  
Whichever you choose, all  
components are fully  
protected by our exclusive  
NiB-X and Nitromet  
surface treatments. MULTIPLE 

M-LOK HANDGUARD 
CONFIGURATIONS 

AVAILABLE
Multiple lengths  

and finishes

   
    
 
 
 
. 

CALL TO DISCUSS SPECIAL ORDERS

These sets ensure that your project 
has a fully matching upper, lower, and 
handguard—still giving you the freedom 
to select other key components. WMD 
also gives you choices to build your AR 
your way, with options for rugged billet 
metal construction, colored accents, and 
even fully ambidextrous controls. 

FDETiN (Gold)

LOWER PARTS KITS

ACCENT BUILD KITS*

WMD parts kits equip you for a buildout 
or upgrade, or enable you to conveniently 
secure a complete set of spare parts, so 
you’re always ready.

And remember: these are the only kits on 
the market featuring WMD’s proprietary 
NiB-X nickel boron coating technology.

Who says the “black rifle” has to be all 
black? WMD offers an entire line of parts 
kits in a remarkable range of colors, still 
featuring our unsurpassed NiB-X coated 
parts. These kits conveniently enable you 
to add distinctive color accents to your 
rifle, making it uniquely your own.

AVAILABLE KITS INCLUDE: AR-15 | .308

MOD 2 (NiB-X)

MOD 3 (NITROMET)

NiB-X

O.D. Green

Nitromet Red 
(SHOWN)

*ALSO AVAILABLE IN BUNDLES WITH BCG + CHARGING HANDLE

Plus many other available colors!
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Only WMD’s BCG is engineered specifically for our proprietary NiB-X nickel 
boron coating. This produces an industry-leading BCG that resists fouling, needs 
practically no lubrication, and can be cleaned with the quick wipe of a cloth.

Unfortunately, some shooters are discovering that not all nickel boron is created 
equal when they purchase knock-offs that fail to perform to WMD standards.

WMD’s BCG stands apart from all others in the marketplace. You can see the 
quality in the polished, presentation-grade sheen of our BCG. You can feel it  
in the permanently lubricious surfaces. And you can experience it as you fire 
thousands of rounds between cleaning without malfunctions.

Visit the WMD website to learn more about our unique NiB-X BCG— 
and how to guard against fraudulent imitators. 

THIS IS THE BCG  
that others are imitating.

Standard finishes  
include NiB-X polished, matte,  
or black — as well as a range  
of custom colors.

.223/5.56mm* 
.224 Valkyrie

6.5 Grendel Type II
6.8 SPC

7.62x39mm
.308/7.62x51mm 

9mm 
.450 BM/.458 SOCOM

STANDARD CALIBERS INCLUDE:

*Rated for full-auto service.

(Please note that some parts may best be installed by a qualified gunsmith.)

MISCELLANEOUS PARTS
All our components are made in the USA to OEM-grade tolerances. WMD’s exclusive 
NiB-X nickel boron coating helps any part resist friction, wear, and fouling. Select parts 
available in other finishes, including Nitride/Nitromet and colored topcoats. See our 
website for the full line.

Upgrade your AR with many of the same top-quality,   
American-made parts we use in our line of Beast rifles. 

Bolt Assemblies

Barrel Extensions

Buffer Tubes

Cam Pins

Charging Handles  
(NiB-X, Ambi, etc.)

Disconnects

Ejection Port Covers

Firing Pins

Forward Assists

Gas Blocks .750”, .875”,  
and .936” Diameters

Gas Keys

Hammers Semi-Auto

Magazines

Milspec Triggers

Muzzle Devices (Flash 
Hiders, Brakes, Compensators)

Nitromet Gas Tubes (C,M,R)

Stripped Uppers

Two-Stage Drop-In Triggers
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